
Fabrics  

Bonded Recast Leather is a Standard Fabric.  Many additional fabrics available. 
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Bonded Recast Leather 
 
Montana 

 
 
Mesa 

 
Venus 
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Is it real, or is it ReCast®? 
The ReCast® faux leather collection was developed as an alternative to real leather. It looks and feels 
like genuine top grain leather -- at a fraction of the cost. With a great polyurethane surface ReCast has 
tremendous physical properties, is easy to clean, and is tough enough to stand up to the abuses of 
daily life. 
The ReCast backing material is made with 50% - 80% recycled leather particles. Using recycled leather 
is an environmentally sound policy because the leather scrap material would otherwise be sent to the 
waste stream. 
 
ReCast faux leather upholstery can be used on any application where traditional leather would be used, 
such as sofas, love seats, sectionals, recliners, club chairs, occasional chairs, and headboards. Select 
patterns have been designed for commercial applications such as offices, hotel room chairs and lobby 
seating.  
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ReCast comes in a wide variety of colors ranging from rich earth tones (think deep browns, maroons 
and tans,) to bold, bright colors, pastels and white. The exceptional design possibilities of ReCast faux 
leather upholstery are endless. 
Looks Like Leather-Rich, luxurious ReCast has the grain, luster and hand-rubbed tones of traditional 
leather.  
 
Feels Like Leather - ReCast has a soft, supple texture that feels like genuine leather.  
 
For Less Than Leather - The only difference you'll notice between real leather and ReCast is the 
price.  
 
ReCast Faux Leather: 
 
* Easily exceeds 100,000 Wyzenbeek abrasion cycles. 
*  Is easier to maintain than leather and can be cleaned with soap & water. 
* Offers a large selection of unique textures and colors based on true leather patterns. 
* Is highly durable and more resistant to scuffs and scratches than leather. 
*  Is environmentally friendlier than leather. 
 
                                               


